Curbed
17 U.S. COLLEGE CAMPUSES WITH BEAUTIFUL ARCHITECTURE:

“Check out the All Saints’ Chapel ... the church looks a bit like Notre Dame in Paris: Towers are built by stone, [the] rose window sparkles in the light, and pointed archways are everywhere.”

Southern Living
THE SOUTH’S MOST BEAUTIFUL COLLEGES:

“Sewanee's most striking features? Abbo’s Alley, a natural spring and creek, runs near the center of campus and is lined with daffodils in the spring. Dorm-side lakes offer spots for recreational fishing. The woods inspire professors to take students out to ‘labs’ that usually involve hiking and listening to lectures under the trees.”

Conde Nast Traveler
The Most Beautiful College Campuses in America:

“The majestic University of the South (familiarly called Sewanee) almost seems photoshopped in among the hills and valleys of Tennessee's Cumberland Plateau. The jewel in the campus's crown is All Saints' Chapel, whose rose window is based upon that of the south transept of Notre Dame Cathedral in Paris.”

Cosmopolitan.com
30 OF THE MOST BEAUTIFUL COLLEGE CAMPUSES IN THE WORLD:

“This private, residential liberal arts college is owned by 28 Southern dioceses of the Episcopal Church, hence the grand All Saints’ Chapel.”

Tennessean
5 DAY TRIPS NEAR NASHVILLE THAT WILL WOW YOU:

“Sewanee’s architecture is described as ‘collegiate Gothic,’ and the buildings are almost all constructed of locally quarried Sewanee sandstone.”

GreatValueColleges.net
30 Stunning Aerial College Tours:

“This college is consistently ranked among the most beautiful campuses in the U.S. by sources like Great Value Colleges, Travel + Leisure and the Princeton Review; the video does a wonderful job with capturing the scenic surroundings, the striking Gothic buildings and an artful ending as the drone flies away from campus.”